The contraction method applied to the construction of the nonsemisimple quantum symplectic Cayley-Klein groups F un(Spq(n; j)). This groups has been realised as Hopf algebra of the noncommutative functions over the algebra with nilpotent generators. The dual quantum algebras spq(n; j) are constructed.
Introduction
A description of nonsemisimple quantum symplectic groups and algebras is suggested. It is known, that the groups motion of Cayley-Klein space, can be described uniformly [1] , if the parameter j, (j = 1, ι, where ι = 0, ι 2 = 0) is introduced to the group. The symplectic groups is obtained by this method will be denoted as Sp(n; j), and this introduction of parameter j shall be called the Cayley-Klein structure introduction on the group. The Cayley-Klein structure on the quantum symplectic group is defined and the description of nonsemisimple quantum symplectic groups is obtained. We used the notation [2] .
2 Symplectic algebra sp(n;j)
Consider the space R n (j) ⊗ R n (j), which is obtained from 2n-dimensional Euclidean space R n ⊗ R n by mapping
Group Sp(n; j) is defined as the group of transformation of 2n−dimensional space R n (j) ⊗ R n (j), preserving the bilinear form
Cartesian coordinates x k , y k , k = 1, 2 . . . n, belongs to the first, and x k ′ , y k ′ -to the second factor in the direct product of spaces. For jstructure to be preserved, parameter j must be introduced in matrix of transformation T (j) = (Tij ) n i,j=1 as follows
jn.
The matrix elements of T satisfies the additional relation
The elements of matrix C0 are as follows (C0)ij = εiδij, εi = 1 if i = 1, 2 . . . n and εi = −1 for i = n − 1, . . . , 2n. The general element of the Shevalley basis of symplectic algebra sp(n; j) appears as
Choosing the generators of algebra sp(n; j) in the following form
where (eij) km = δ ik δjm, the cmmutation relation for the Shevalley basis sp(n; j) looks as
where Aij is a Cartan matrix -Aii = 2,
3 Cayley-Klein structure on quantum symplectic groups F un(Sp q (n; j))
The Cayley-Klein structure is introduced to quantum symplectic groups F un(Spq(n)) , as well as in the classical case with the help of the map
wherexi forms the basis of quantum N-dimension symplectic Cayley-Klein space Sp N q (C; j) with commutation relationŝ
Rq(x ⊗x) = q(x ⊗x).
Parameter j is introduced in matrix T similarly to the classical case. Commutation and additional relations for generators t ik are defined by
and
whith T1(j) = T (j) ⊗ I, T2(j) = I ⊗ T (j), C = C0q ρ , ρ = diag(n, n−1, . . . , 1, −1, . . . , −n). The coproduct, counit and antipode is defined generally as
The "action" δ ′ : Sp N q (C; j) → F un(Spq(n; j)) ⊗ Sp N q (C; j) of quantum group F un(Spq(n; j)) on quantum symplectic Cayley-Klein space Sp
⊗x, preserve the bilinear formx t .
⊗ Cx.
4 Quantum algebra sp q (n; j) as dual to F un(Sp q (n; j))
Dual to F un(Spq(n; j)) the quantum algebra spq(n; j) is defined by the
Generators of the algebra spq(n; j) have the following form
n .
Commutation and additional relations for generators of spq(n; j) algebras are given by
where
, ε = ±. Coproduct and counit are defined generally as
The isomorphism between algebra spq(n; j) and universal enveloping algebra Uz(sp(n; j)) is defined by the following expression:
Hi =Hi −Hi+1, Hn = 2Hn.
Commutation relations in Uz(sp(n; j)) are given by
Equations ( 19) defines the structure of universal enveloping algebra Uz(sp(n; j)).
In the case ji = ιi we have obtained a new nonsemisimple algebra.
Case n = 2 as example
The quantum symplectic group F un(Spq(2; j)) is generated by the matrix with noncommutative generators
For example in explicit form the antipode is as follows
The generators of the dual to F un(Spq(2; j)) quantum algebra spq(2; j) written in compact matrix form as 
